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RINGKASAN: Kajian struktur gelora fasa cecair untuk kerosen/air dalam aliran 
menaik bergelembung telah diselidiki secara ujikaji. Halaju fasa cecair dan 
ketegasan gelora telah diukur secara serentak menggunakan sonde filem
panas anemometer. Proses mendigitalkan isyarat secara tepat telah dibangunkan 
dan berasaskan kepada kaedah gabungan amplitud dan ambang untuk 
membezakan kehadiran setiap fasa. Kaedah untuk menentukan halaju purata, 
ketegasan normal, autosekaitan dan tenaga spektrum telah diperbincangkan. 
Akhir sekali keputusan untuk aliran gelembung menegak untuk kerosenlair 
telah dibentangkan. 

ABSTRACT: The liquid phase turbulent structure of kerosene/water, bubbly 
upflow in a circular pipe has been experimentally investigated. Liquid phase 
velocities and turbulent stress were simultaneously measured, using single 
normal boundary layer hot-film anemometer probes. A highly accurate digital 
process, based on combination of amplitude and threshold methods, was 
developed to identify the phases. Methods are described and discussed for the 
evaluation of longitudinal mean velocity, normal stress, autocorrelation and 
energy spectrum. Finally typical results for a vertical up-flow of bubbly kerosene/ 
water mixtures are presented. 
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INTRODUCTION 

This paper describes the development of a novel, computer based hot-film anemometry 
measurement technique for the investigation of the local structure of two-phase flows. A new 

digital technique for detection of bubble in a hot-film anemometer velocity output signal due 
to the passage of bubbles in two-phase flows has been developed. This technique is useful 

in identifying virtually all bubble passages, including partial hit and very small bubbles, and 
in eliminating the signal peak associated with film breakage within the bubble. The detection 
technique uses a combination of amplitude and slope thresholds by which the signal and 

its first derivative are compared. A method for automatically obtaining suitable values for 
these thresholds from the probability density function of the anemometer output signal has 

also been developed. 

The technique enables the total signal to be separated into the parts corresponding to 
bubbles and continuous phase, from which the local volume fraction can be evaluated. 

Evaluation procedures are also presented for analyzing the remainder of the signal 
corresponding to the turbulent continuous phase after eliminating the bubble signal. Methods 
are described and discussed for the evaluation of the longitudinal mean velocity, normal 

stress, autocorrelation and energy spectrum. 

EXPERIMENTAL FACILITY 

The calibration and measurement technique were carried out in a two-phase flow loop 
described in detail by Farrar (1988). Its test section was a transparent circular tube made 
from acrylic of length 1.5m and diameter 77.8 mm. The distance between the entrance and 

the axial testing position was 16 times the diameter of the pipe. 

A Dantec 55R15 single normal boundary layer hot-film (SN) probe was mounted on a 

standard Dantec 55H20 probe support which was in turn held in a Dantec 55H540 water
tight mounting tube with a 90° bend with a radius of about 25 mm. The probe sensor could 

therefore only approach the tube wall on the near side (the side at which the mounting tube 
entered the test section) to a distance of not less than 25 mm. However, data was obtained 
to within 1.9 mm of the opposite wall. Therefore, in order to traverse completely, over the 

diameter of the tube, the test section was rotated through 180°. The hot-films were connected 
to TSI IFA 100 constant temperature to a anemometer, which contained all the necessary 
amplification and control circuitry required to operate the probes at a constant temperature. 

A water velocity range 0.1-1 ms·1 was used for calibration purposes. For the two-phase flow 
measurements the water flow rate was set at 0.0026 m3s·1 and remained constant throughout 
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the experiment. At this flow rate, turbulent flow was established at Reynolds number of 42 x 103. 
The kerosene flow rate was controlled to vary the volume fraction in the range 5-40%. 

PREVIOUS BUBBLE DETECTION TECHNIQUES 

Several researchers have reported hot-film anemometry investigations of two-phase flows 
based on a variety of bubble detection techniques. Most of them are, to a greater or lesser 

extent, variants of one (or combinations of both) of two basic methods: the amplitude and 

slope threshold method. 

Amplitude Threshold Method 

In this method the non-linear signal is compared with a threshold voltage (Resch and 
Leutheusser, 1972, Resch et al., 197 4, Abel and Resch, 1978, Jones and Zuber, 1978, Toral, 
1981). The points in the signal which lie below the voltage threshold are deemed to be 

associated with the dispersed phase, while those points which are above the threshold 
voltage is assumed to represent the continuous phase velocity (Figure 2). The amplitude 

threshold method is simple in both concept and its application. It requires the selection of 
an 'optimum' threshold voltage which in general must be quite high but below the minimum 

signal voltage threshold level corresponding to the continuous phase turbulent velocity 
fluctuations. Having chosen an 'optimum' threshold voltage the method becomes very 
effective in detecting a large proportion of the bubbles in the signal. However, there are two 

major shortcomings of this method. Firstly, some partial bubble hits or very small bubbles 
produce signal which do not fall below the voltage level corresponding to the lowest continuous 

phase velocity fluctuations and therefore will not be detected. Secondly, and more importantly, 
the method does not correctly identify any of the required points A, B, C or D. Point A is 

approximated by point X (Figure 2) and no distinction is made between point Band C (or 
0), as both points are approximated by point Y. This results in an error in the estimated 
bubble contribution to the volume fraction of magnitude & 2 - Lit,. It also means that part AX 

and YD are incorrectly interpreted as corresponding to velocity fluctuations and are included 

in the turbulence calculation. 

Slope Threshold Method 

To implement this method Serizawa et al. (1983) calculated the first derivative of signal dE I 

dt and compared its value with one or more threshold levels. Serizawa et al. (1983) and 
Farrar (1988) showed that the arrival of the front of the bubble coincides with both the peak 

(A) of Figure 2 and a steep drop in the value of the slope dE I dt. The slope threshold st, 
shown in Figure 2 can therefore be used to obtain the point ~ which is good estimate of 
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point A. st, is selected so that its (absolute) value is slightly greater than the largest slope 
associated with the turbulent velocity fluctuations (which is usually in order of magnitude 

lower than the slopes associated with the passage of bubble interfaces). The arrival of the 
back of the bubble, B, is seen in Figure 1 to be associated with a steep rise in dE I dt. This 

position is identified by point B' at which the slope goes positive or above some small positive 
threshold value st2. Points C and D, which represent the end of the meniscus dominated 

region, are associated with a change in dE I dt from positive to negative values respectively 
and a sharp increase in dE I dt. For the corresponding points C' and D' the slope threshold 

levels are O and sta respectively, as shown in Figure 2. 
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Figure 1. Common amplitude and slope thres
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Figure 2. New amplitude/slope threshold 
method for bubble detection and analysis 

However, methods based only on slope threshold may introduce errors in the signal analysis. 
The water film which can form between the two prongs of the probe during the passage 
of a bubble may break when the hot-film sensor is within the bubble (e.g. Bremhorts and 

Gilmore, 1976, Serizawa et al., 1983 and Farrar 1988). When such a water film breaks, it 
occurs as a peak PQR in bubble signal shown in Figure 2. The slope signal dE I dt will then 

be modified as shown by the broken curve, the front of which appears very similar to the 
slope of the signal due to the passage of the back of the bubble. The steep rise is followed 
immediately by the trailing part of the film breakage signal, which is similar to the front signal 

of another bubble. This is the way the slope threshold bubble detection method would see 
this signal and it interprets the signal as that from two separate bubbles. Consequently, 
bubble contribution to the volume fraction is under-estimated by amount M 3 • Also, if the 

bubbles are counted, then an extra bubble is included. There is no error in the turbulence 
calculation since point Q represents the end of the 'first bubble' and the beginning of the 

'second bubble'. This problem was minimized in the analoque methods of Serizawa et al. 
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(1983) for their water/air two-phase flow study. They first introduced a threshold level to 

eliminate the film breakage peak (Q), which may occur in the signal from cylindrical probes. 

Then by differentiating the modified signal they obtained an analoque dE!dt signal, which 

they used to identify the positions A, C and the point Y (as shown in Figure 2) as an 

approximation of the point B. The disadvantage of this procedure is that the amplitude 

threshold level had to be quite high to eliminate the film breakage peak Q, and this results 

in point Y being a somewhat poor approximation of point B. 

Secondly, we have seen that as a bubble rear interface passes the sensor, there is an 

overshoot in the hot-film signal which decays very quickly, and this can result in a significant 

negative slope, as shown in Figure 2. A simple slope threshold bubble detection method 

may interpret this as being due to the passage of a bubble front interface. As the approach 

of a bubble often produces an increase in the signal, shown in Figure 2, the slope associated 

with this may be sufficiently large for it to be interpreted as the passage of the back of an 

imaginary bubble. This section of signal corresponding to turbulent velocity fluctuations in 

continuous phase may be interpreted as a bubble signal and this will clearly result in serious 

errors in the volume fraction calculation in addition to incorrect evaluation of the turbulence. 

A New Amplitude and Threshold Bubble Detection Technique 

The foregoing bubble detection technique methods lead to serious problems in terms of 

accuracy and implementation, and more reliable digital bubble detection techniques based 

on combined amplitude and threshold procedures have been developed (Farrar 1988, Wang 

et al. 1990 and Liu and Sankoff 1993). In this section, the method developed by Farrar et al 

(1995) was modified to take into account the significance of water film breakage spike event 

observed in his study. The technique presented integrates a separate bubble detection 

criterion with a digital analysis of the bubble signals. As described in section on previous 

bubble detection techniques, the amplitude threshold method is both easy to implement and 

very effective at detecting most of the bubbles. However, it is not very accurate due to fact 

that is does not locate any of the actual required points A, B, C or D (Figure 2). The amplitude 

threshold technique, which forms the basis for the system described was therefore only used 

for bubble detection. In this method a record of a hot-film signal is first acquired in digital 

formed E(m),m = 1, N (N = number of samples). Each voltage value is then in turn compared 

with the suitable amplitude threshold level (see section slope threshold method ). When one 

of these comparisons reveal that the signal has fallen below the amplitude threshold (see 

point 1, Figure 1 ), then the probe is assumed to have entered a bubble. At this stage an 

analysis procedure comprising two main parts is initiated. In the first part it works back 

through the signal comparing the slope of first derivative with a small negative slope 

threshold. 
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The point at which the slope (which is negative for the passage of a bubble front interface) 

goes above this threshold is assumed to correspond to point A. For a bubble hitting the probe 

centrally, A is the point at which the slope goes from negative to positive. However, for some . 

bubbles, in particular the smaller ones and partial hits, no sharp peak appears due to signal 

being on slightly downward slope before the bubble arrived. In this case, to prevent a 

relatively large portion of the velocity signal being included in the volume fraction measurement 

a small negative slope threshold is required, which is much less than the slope associated 

with interface passage but slightly greater than the slope of velocity fluctuations. This small 

negative slope threshold will be denoted SLA. The technique is illustrated in Figure 1. Having 

located point A the second part is implemented and the search procedure now proceeds 

forward from point 1 (see Figure 1), and again each point in turn is compared with the 

amplitude threshold. When the signal goes back above the amplitude threshold, point 2, it 

means the rear interface is passing the probe. This method was originally used by Farrar 

(1988), to avoid signal analysis ambiguities related to a possible water film breakage peak 

(Q, Figure 2). Having found point 2, two additional search procedures were then initiated 

to locate point B for volume fraction calculation, point C (and D) for evaluating turbulence 

characteristics. To locate point B, the search again proceeds backwards, in a manner similar 

to the search for point A, comparing the first derivative of the signal with another small slope 

threshold (this time positive), denoted SLs· When the slope of the signal goes below SLs point 

B has been located. Again, for most bubbles, point B is the point at which the slope goes 

negative, but occasionally the change from negative to positive slope as the bubble rear 

interface approaches and passes the sensor, is rounded and takes place gradually (see inset 

in Figure 1 ). Selecting a small positive value for SLs then ensures that point Bis at the bottom 

of the steep slope of the signal representing passage of the bubbles rear interface. 

For turbulence evaluation in the continuous phase the search proceeds forward in time (from 

point 2, Figure 1) until the slope goes below a small slope threshold value, SLc which 

effectively locates point C. Point C corresponds to a dynamic overshoot in the signal as the 

bubble rear interface passes the probe. The criterion used to eliminate this overshoot and 

to determine point D, at which the probe signal again represents the continuous phase 

velocity, was as follows. Proceeding forward in time from point C the first derivative or slope 

of the signal goes negative. After reaching its minimum value, point D is identified as 

corresponding to a small (negative) slope threshold SLD, which is much lower than the slope 

associated with the interface passage but slightly greater then the largest slope associated 

with the turbulent velocity fluctuations. 

Recent high accuracy results from tests with highly purified water/kerosene (Samways et. al. 
1994) have shown that the above methods must be modified when water film breakage occur 

within a bubble. Figure 3 shows an actual kerosene/water bubbly flow hot-film signal. It is 

noticed that the film breakage spike, (indicated by an arrow) does not always remain below 
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the amplitude threshold level as assumed by Farrar (1988). It may even reach the level of 
the continuous phase signal part. The elimination of a spike signal above the amplitude 

. threshold level was carried out by observations: if a spike signal was originally identified as 
point C, i.e. as the back of a bubble, then due to the steep negative slope of the spike signal 

the corresponding point D would fall below the amplitude threshold level and the signal event 
could therefore be identified as a water film breakage spike rather than the back of a bubble. 
Using this interpretation Figure 3 shows the correct interpretation of points A, B, C and D 

for all the bubble signals. 

Figure 3. Application of amplitude threshold detection system 
to bubbly kerosene/water flow 

One problem with the above methods, or any other method involving an amplitude threshold 

for bubble detection, is that small amplitude elements of the signal which obviously originate 
from a bubble passage (due to a very small bubble or a partial hit) will go undetected. Such 
bubble signals are encountered regularly and an additional technique is required to ensure 

that they are identified, otherwise errors will be introduced in both the volume fraction 
calculation and in the turbulence evaluations. All the undetected bubble signals are found 
to be of a very similar form, i.e. small, downward pointing spikes with little or no increase 

in signal before bubble arrival and hardly any dynamic overshoot at the back of the bubble. 
Consequently points C and D of such bubbles are coincident. These bubble signals were 
easily detected by means of a slope threshold detection method similar to that described 

in the section Slope Threshold Method. 

Determination of the Optimum Amplitude and Slope Threshold 

In the sections Amplitude and Slope Threshold Method, its was demonstrated that the 
adopted bubble detection technique can locate the points A, B, C and D of virtually every 
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bubble event within the hot-film signal. However, the technique is only of practical use if a 
method of automatically determining suitable values for the amplitude and slope thresholds 

can be identified. This was achieved by using the probability density function (PDF). 

Optimum Amplitude Threshold 

Figure 4 shows the idealized probability density function (PDF) corresponding to very large 

sample of hot-film data obtained in a stationary, bubbly water/kerosene flow. A sample of 
the hot-film signal from which it was obtained is also shown in Figure 3. The PDF is observed 
to have a bimodal shape, as first pointed out by Delhaye (1969), consisting of two peaks 

separated by a low plateau region. In a bubbly two-phase flow the large model peak 
corresponds to the voltage/velocity fluctuations associated with the continuous phase 
turbulence. The smaller peak, which is located near the bottom of the hot-film signals, reflects 

the bubble passage. The low level plateau corresponds to the steep (but not infinitely) sloping 
sides of the bubble signals, and it ends at position a, corresponding to the lowest continuous 

phase turbulent velocity fluctuations. A point on the voltage scale of the PDF slightly below 
that corresponding to position a, (Figure 4) is therefore an ideal choice for the amplitude 
threshold, since it will be low enough to avoid mistaking any turbulent velocity fluctuating 

within the signal for bubble passages, but high enough to detach the large majority of bubble 
passages present in the signal. 
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Figure 4. Typical kerosene/water bubbly flow hot-film signal and corresponding PDF 

Optimum Slope Threshold 

In the procedure adopted the same numerical slope value was used for the identification 
of points A, B, C and D. The slope threshold was evaluated using typical voltage and time 
scale values. A typical voltage scale for the slope of the signal during the passage of a bubble 
interface is proportional to the voltage difference, LIB, between the water and kerosene 
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voltage levels, and a measure of this is obtained from the distance between the two peaks 

of the PDF, as shown in Figure 4. The related typical time scale, TE, for the signal to move 

,. from one level to the other was found by inspection of typical time history records to be of 

· the order of 0.5 ms·1 for the probe used in this study, so that a typical scale for the first 

derivative of the signal associated with bubble passage is 

till s = - "' 2 x till (Vims) 
TE 

(1) 

Eq. (1) represents a first estimate of the change in slope of the signal related to bubble events 

A, B, C and D. To obtain a slope threshold suitable for detecting points A, B, C and D of 

a bubble signal and the partial hits or small-bubble signals some scale factor K must be 

applied to the value of S, and this factor must be adjusted to make the detection system 

perform properly. By visual inspection of analyzed hot-film signal a slope threshold level 

SL = ! s = ! till (Vims) was found to give the best performance, and this value was 

used without further adjustment, under all kerosene/water flow condition studied. 

METHODOLOGY OF MEASUREMENT 

When the hot-film is surrounded by the continuous phase then the signal output from the 

hot-film anemometer is related to the local fluid velocity via the calibration relationship 

E2 =A+ BV; (2) 

where Eis the instantaneous bridge voltage, v. is an effective velocity and A, Band n are 

calibration constants chosen to give the best fit of Eq.[2] to match with calibration data. When 

the turbulence intensity is low/moderate, then it is justified to set v. equal to the local 

longitudinal velocity component U. In order to calculate the velocity corresponding to a 

measured bridge voltage, Eq.[2] may be inverted digitally as follows 

[ E2-A ]~ U= --
B 

(3) 

Continuous Phase Measurement 

A single hot-film probe placed perpendicular to the main flow direction can provide statistical 

information about the longitudinal velocity component U. The velocity existing at a given point 

in space and time will fluctuate in a random manner and for this reason statistical methods 

are used in the analysis and description of turbulence. 
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Mean Velocity 

The sample record of the converted digitized hot-film signal consist of individual samples, . 

Xn, which only correspond to valid continuous phase velocity values at times when no 

bubbles were present at the probe sensor. The mean velocity can therefore be calculated 

from the equation 

} N 

U=-LX( 
Ne n=I n n 

(4) 

where Sn = 1 when the sample data point represents a true continuous phasE;., vejcity U 

and Sn = 0 otherwise, Ne is the number of data points for which ~. = 1 [ Ne = ; Sn and N 

is the recorded length. If we denote the produce XJn by Un, then the original sample record 

(Xn) can be converted into a Un sample record by setting to zero all points corresponding 

to bubble contact and dynamic overshoot, i.e all data samples between points A and D of 

each bubble signal (but not including point A). If we also define a signal dead time fraction, 

y, in a similar manner to signal volume fraction (but using bubble signal points A and D 

instead of A and B) as follows 

Ne 1 N 
1-r=-=-L,sn 

N N n=1 
(5) 

then the mean velocity V can be evaluated from the total Un sample record as 

_ 1 1 N lJ 
U=---L,U=--

(1 - y) N n=1 (1 - y) 
(6) 

i.e the mean continuous phase velocity is given by the overall mean of all points in the new 

sample record, Un divided by (1-y). 

Normal Stress 

Having calculated the mean velocity, its value was subtracted from all data points in the 

sample record for which Sn = 1. The new sample record, un = (Un - Un) now consists of 

continuous phase velocity fluctuations U with zero mean when Sn = 1 and zero when Sn= 0. 

The mean square of the continuous phase velocity fluctuations is then given by 

- 1 N 

u2 = -- Liu~ 
(!\ - 1} n=1 

while the corresponding value u2 for the whole signal is 
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- 1 N 
u2 = -- L, u2 

n N - 1 n=1 n 
(8) 

., For large values of N and Ne the following relationship applies 

- 1 -
u2 = -- u2 

(1 - r) " 
(9) 

Autocorrelation 

The normalized autocorrelation for the whole signal u" (including the zeros) is given by 

1 1 N-r 

R1"1('r) = - 2 -- Li (L(t, tH)u (t)u (t)u (tH) 
u N - r n=I n n n 

(10) 

Where sit, tH) = s/t)s'.(tH) (thereafter called /;J = 1.0 When the signal corresponds to the 

continuous phase velocity both at times t and f+'r, and l;L = 0.0 otherwise. The true 

autocorrelation of the continuous phase velocity fluctuations is given by 

N- r 

Lsit,tH)u. (t)u. (tH) 
1 n=l 

R 11( 1') = 2 ---N---, ----
u L((t, tH) 

(11) 

n= l 

and R;,(i") and R 1,('r) are therefore related by 

(12) 

where 

1 N- r 

x('r) = -- Li ((t, tH) 
N - r n= I 

(13) 

One Dimensional Spectrum 

One dimensional energy spectrum analysis is expected to provide valuable information on 

the flow structure. However, the discontinuous character of the fluctuation velocity make it 

difficult to interpret the evaluated one dimensional spectrum correctly. No definative methods 

for spectral analysis has yet been adopted for two-phase flow, although various approaches 

can be found in the literature, as summarized by Lance and Bataille(1991 ): suppression of 

the (bubble) peaks and patching together of physically meaningful segments of the signal, 

linear interpolation within the non continuous flow part of the signal, and conditional sampling 
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by the characteristic function SL of the liquid. However, the characteristic function SL is a 
sequence of rectangular windows which may introduce high frequencies. This is particularly 

marked for air/water flows in which the signal peaks in front of and behind bubbles (points 

A and D) can be very large compared with the turbulent fluctuations in the continuous phase. 

To overcome this problem smoothing windows within the bubble part of the u" record were 
applied by Lance and Bataille (1991) . In kerosene/water flow this problem is reduced 

considerably as the amplitude of the turbulent fluctuations in the continuous phase, due to 

a much lower slip velocity of kerosene. 

The normalised spectral density function is defined as the Fourier transform of R;1('t), which 

reduces to a cosine transform because R;1(r) is even function 

S(w) = - 1- r R1"1(i)e-iwrd't' = J_ r R1"1(r)cos(w't)dr 
2n - = n o 

(14) 

The quantity S(w)dw can be interpreted as the contribution to the power of the components 

with frequencies between w and w+dw. 

Improved Spectral Estimation 

We must process a segmented signal since data is not available between each segment. 
Any attempt to interpolate the data in these gaps produce artificial component in the power 
spectrum. For simplicity, we inserted the Laplace-Gauss weighting window into the missing 

segment 

W(t) ={ext [- i 2 (:JJ (15) 

for IL1tktA0 and W(t) = 0 elsewhere. Recalling that multiplication by window function in time 
domain is equivalent to convoluation of the window function in frequency domain, the power 

spectrum of the two-phase liquid velocity is given by 

L1'l' (1 - n M·I -n ) 
SiCw) = n - R11 (0) + L R11 (Mr)w(Mr)cos(kwL1't) 

2 k= l 
(16) 

where 

R;1 (Mr)= R~1 (r).W(r) (17) 

Figure 5 is schematic of Laplace-Gauss weighting window insertion process employed to 

compute the estimated power spectrum of the liquid phase fluctuating axial velocity for two-
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phase pipe flow. The phase discrimination was applied on the data to obtain the mean liquid 

velocity and liquid phase indicator function, ~ L . Next, the mean liquid velocity was subtracted 
from the data. The resulting data was then masked with phase indicator function by inserting 
zeros into the missing parts and replaced by Laplace-Gauss weighting window at this 

indicator, ~ L = 0. Lastly, a digital signal processing program was used to calculate the 
autocorrelation function and power spectrum for the turbulent two-phase flow. 

LOOOE--01 ~u_'2_c..(11_1's)'---------- --- - --- ---~ 

1-squai-e 
Voluaue f ractiou 20% 

Interpolation - · Laplace-Oau;.$ 

-LOOOE--01 -+---~--~----r- - ---,----,----,-----' 
O.OOOE-+-00 2.000E--01 4.000E--01 6.000E--01 8.000E--01 I.OOOE+oO l.200E-+-OO 

Time (seconds) 

Figure 5. Modification of fluctuating velocity for two-phase flow using Laplace-Gauss 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

Measurements were carried out in a vertical kerosene/water flow at an axial distance X = 160 
from the inlet to the straight pipe section. In this paper results are presented for the radial 
profiles of the normalised longitudinal velocity D(r)I U0 autocorrelation, energy spectrum and 

turbulence intensity Tu = ( u2 )'/, I Uc(%). Uc is centre line mean velocity. All the results were 

·- obtained with a single normal cylindrical hot-film probe of either a standard type or of the 
, boundary layer configuration. The hot-film signal were acquired digitally using a sampling 

rate of 4000 samples/sec and a total sampling time of 40 seconds. The data was analyzed 
using the technique described earlier. 

The corresponding mean velocity profiles for U(r)I Uc for p = 0% (water only) to 40% are 
shown in Figure 6. It is observed that introducing a volume flow rate p of just 5% results 

in a considerable flattening of the velocity profile compared with the water (P=0%). Increasing 

p further to 10%, 20% and 30% results in a flattening of the velocity profile. When p is 

increased to 40% a substantial change is observed in the velocity distribution which now 
exhibits a rather steep centre peaked profile. This rapid change in profile is consistent with 

relatively large changes a (r) in the profiles between p = 30% and 40%. 
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Figure 6. Continuous phase mean velocity profile 

The related turbulence intensity, Tu= ( u2 )'/2 !Uc(%) profiles are shown in Figure 7. It is noticed 

that the most dramatic changes occur between P=0% (water only) and p = 5% in the central 

part of the pipe with Tu changing from 2.5% to 9%. The remaining variation in Tu with p 
increases rather slowly and has a maximum value of Tu of 12% at the centre for P=20%. 
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Figure 7. Turbulence intensities profile 

The autocorrelation (Figure 8) displays a shape which is similar to that obtained from the 

sum of two statistically independent stationary random process of markedly different scales. 

The autocorrelation function is often evaluated in turbulence studies and it usually decays 
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to zero relatively quickly. It is this initial region of decay, up to the first or second crossing 

point on the 'taxis, which is of interest and it is not necessary to evaluate the function beyond 

this region. 
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Figure 8. The distribution of autocorrelation function for volume fraction 10% 

The power spectral functions are obtained by tranforming the autocorrelation function through 

a Fast Fourier Transform routine. The single phase normalised power spectrum for single 

normal boundary layer probe is shown in Figure 9. They all exhibit a constant slope of about 

-2 in the inertial subrange. 
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Figure 9. Power spectrum density for single phase flow 
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In liquid/liquid two-phase flow, linear part of power spectrum with slope approximately equal 
to -8/3 for Laplace-Gauss weighting window (instead of -5/3 for square window) was 

observed in this study. This phenomena was also reported by Lance (1991) for homogeneous 
grid-generating turbulence for gas/liquid two-phase flow (see Figure 10). 
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Figure 1 O. Energy spectrum for volume fraction 5% 
using Laplace-Gauss method 

The results indicate that two-phase bubbly flow contains more high-frequency turbulent 

energy carried by small eddies. The bubb\es induce more dissipation of turbulent kinetic 
energy. The turbulent kinetic energy dissipation rate in isotropic turbulent flow is proportional 

to the integral of k 2R1,(k) overall wave number k = 2nf ID. More precise is Equ(18) given 

by Townsend (1976) 

-
e = 1.5v f k2E1,(k)dk (18) 

0 

The single-phase power spectrum density function is proportional to k"2 in the inertial 
subrange. Similarly, in two-phase flow, power spectrum density is proportional to k. 813 in the 
same range, although this is not very clear. This does not mean that the single flow has 

a higher dissipation rate compared to that of a two-phase flow, because the power spectrum 
in two-phase flow case is more heavily weighted large wavenumbers (frequency). 

CONCLUSION 

The paper has described a new hot-film technique for the study of dispersed kerosene/water 

up-flow in a vertical pipe. In particular emphasis has been on the correct identification of 
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the dispersed kerosene phase ("bubbles") and the continuous phase (water). Methods have 

been presented for evaluating the local volume fraction and mean velocity and normal stress 
of the continuous phase (water). Specific methods have been presented for the evaluation 

of the energy spectrum using Laplace-Gauss weighting window. The methods developed 
have been verified, experimentally, for kerosene/water mixture up-flow in a vertical pipe. 
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